DFLAW Permitting

- Opportunities for joint public meetings/comment periods
  - Suggestion: bring presentations to HAB committees / PIC in advance for comments and tune-up
- Critical path – high-level summary
- Permitting overview for HAB, CY17
- Joint time w/PIC
- Issue managers: Dirk, Bob, Steve W., Phillip

White Paper Debrief

- Doesn’t work for time-sensitive topics
- May be initiated by committee on a topic of interest
- Suggest documenting process in Process Manual
  - Describe unique characteristics/application of this tool
- Does this project require consensus?
- Input, technical
- Output, policy-focused and plain talk
- Suggestion for standard outline for white paper content – background, discussion, conclusions
- Focus technical discussion in issue manager groups
  - Translate to Committee / Board
  - Tie to HAB value, cleanup decision, or work plan item
- Clarify purpose/goals of white paper task
- Access to technical information
- Have an experienced “white paper issue manager” to help guide new issue manger(s)
- Don’t exclude non-technical participants in early work
- Don’t lock into a specific process – different pathways
- What are the resources required?

Safety Basis

- Proposal: request safety basis presentation from DOE-ORP
  - Central Plateau/WTP
  - Accident scenarios
  - Airborne scenarios
  - River and public access
  - Exclusion zones
- Joint topic in committee (TWC, RAP, HSEP)
- Relationship to ENW
- Issue managers: Mike, Don, Dirk
January

- Permitting process, work with PIC
  - Mary-Beth Burandt, DOE-ORP
  - Suzanne Dahl, Ecology
- WMA-C, TBD
  - Chris Kemp, DOE-ORP
  - If PA is available, topic will be longer
- WTP technical issues resolution
  - Langdon Holton, DOE-ORP
- Critical infrastructure, WPRS
  - DFLAW
  - Tanks pipelines
  - Emergency pumping
- Tank integrity update, HQ evaluation
- EMF secondary containment

February

- Tank retrieval, AY-102 update
- 242-A Evaporator update
- Cathodic protection report
- Potential products for February or April:
  - Safety basis (joint w/HSEP and RAP)
    - Wednesday morning of committee week
  - Tank vapors update (joint w/HSEP)
    - Tech
    - Schedule
    - Monitoring

April

- Potential products for February or April:
  - Safety basis (joint w/HSEP and RAP)
    - Wednesday morning of committee week
  - Tank vapors update (joint w/HSEP)
    - Tech
    - Schedule
    - Monitoring